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Abstract
A new on-the-fly verification method is presented. The method uses a
generalization of Bilchi automata called "tester processes" for representing and
detecting illegal behaviour. To reduce the number of states that are constructed
the method applies the stubborn set theory in a new way. The method can be

used in connection with the "Supertrace" memory-saving technique. A simple
algorithm is Suggested for efficient detection of violations of an important
subclass of liveness properties during the construction of the reduced state space.
1 INTRODUCTION
Many verification tools for concurrent systems are based on the construction of some
variant of a state space. By "state space" we mean a structure consisting of the reachable states of the system and transitions that take the system from one state to another.
Depending on the application, different aspects of the state space are emphasized, and
it may also be called labelled transition system or Kripke structure. Various verification algorithms can be applied to the completed state space. Another, usually more efficient but less flexible approach is to perform verification on-the-fly, that is,
simultaneously with the construction of the state space. With on-the-fly verification,
construction of the state space can be stopped after the first violation against the specification has been found.
Obviously, when trying to verify an incorrect system, on-the-fly verification can be
much more efficient than ordinary verification, because the number of states investigated before finding the first error can be much smaller than the total number of states.
Of course, this does not help with correct systems. However, correct systems often
obey some operational principles or invariants which significantly restrict the number
of states they can reach. Incorrect systems violate those invariants. Therefore, the
number of states of an incorrect system may be significantly higher than the number of
states of the corresponding correct system. Consequently, on-the-fly verification often
offers improved efficiency exactly where it is needed most. Furthermore, on-the-fly
verification renders possible to avoid the investigation of branches of state spaces
which cannot contain errors. For instance, when verifying the property "every execution starting with a continues with b" an on-the-fly verifier need not investigate further
a sequence that started with c.
One more advantage of on-the-fly methods is that with them transition information
need not always be stored. This also facilitates their use in connection with memory
saving algorithms performing an incomplete state space search, most notably Holzmann's "Supertrace" algorithm [Holzmann 91]. Such algorithms are not exactly verification algorithms because they are not guaranteed to find all errors, but they are
certainly an interesting practical alternative when the verification problem is too big
for proper verification algorithms.
The use of on-the-fly verification for detecting deadlocks and improper single states or
events (e.g. reception of an unexpected message) is straightforward. Violations of
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more complicated safety properties can be detected by encoding the property as a
tester process which issues a single-state error condition when it has detected an
improper sequence of actions. This, too, is standard technology. An algorithm which
facilitates the use of on-the-fly verification for arbitrary linear temporal properties was
described in [Courcoubetis & 90]. It uses so-called Biichi automata as tester processes.
The basic idea of a Btichi automaton is that a sequence of actions is accepted (actually,
deemed illegal in this application) if it may cause the automaton to go infinitely often
through some state in a pre-specified set of states. Also multiple acceptance sets (i.e.,
each set should be visited infinitely often) can be treated with the techniques in [Courcoubetis & 90]. In the article, the BiJchi automaton is synchronized with every transition of the system under analysis.
The stubborn set method is another technique for improving the efficiency of state
space -based verification. It is based on the fact that in concurrent systems, the total
effect of a set of actions is often independent of the order in which the actions are
taken. The stubborn set method has been developed and explained in more than ten
works since 1988, the most important of which are [Valmari 88, 89a, 89b, 90 and 92].
Related ideas have been presented by other researchers, including [Godefroid 90, &
91a, & 91b] and [Holzmann & 92].
The first application of stubborn sets was the detection of deadlocks and non-termination [Valmari 88, 89a]. This algorithm can easily be applied to on-the-fly verification.
In [Valmafi 89b] stubborn sets were used to detect illegal single events. The technique
developed there is based on on-the-fly division of the state space into strong components. So it is amenable to on-the-fly detection of illegal events, but it cannot easily be
used in connection with "Supertrace". Later stubborn sets were used, among other
things, to construct reduced state spaces which are "as good as" the ordinary state
spaces for the verification of stuttering-invariant linear temporal properties [Valmafi
90], and CSP [Hoare 85] and CFFD [Valmari & 91] process algebraic semantic models
[Valmafi 92]. These techniques are not on-the-fly.
The article [Godefroid 90] presents an on-the-fly verification method for checking language containment, where both languages are represented by Petri nets generating
them. The method is based on somewhat strict assumptions about the Petri net specifying the larger language. The paper [Godefroid & 91a] tries to combine Godefroid's
version of stubborn set approach to Bachi automata to obtain an on-the-fly stubborn set
-like method for general linear temporal properties. However, the combination proved
problematic; the algorithm in the paper does not work as intended and has been modified later. Also, not all subtasks within the algorithm have been given on-the-fly solutions. In [Godefroid & 91b] general safety properties are verified with a technique
suitable for on-the-fly use and "Supertrace". The error detection problem is transformed to the deadlock detection problem by using tester processes, and by adding
extra transitions to every loop of certain processes of the system. Another, simpler and
perhaps also more efficient technique suitable for safety properties was presented, in
[Holzmann & 92]. It is related to and apparently less powerful than the technique in
[Valmari 89b], because the latter performs a more careful and thus less wasteful analysis for ensuring that every process is investigated "far enough". The [Holzmann & 92]
technique has, however, the advantage of being well amenable to "Supertraee".
The goal of this article is to combine stubborn sets and on-the-fly verification better
than before. Firstly, we use a new technique for ensuring that every process is investigated "far enough": we let the property being verified guide the investigation. We
believe that this new technique makes our algorithm more powerful than pose in
[Holzmann & 92] and [Valmari 89b], while still applicable with "Supertrace . Secondly, we present what we believe to be a working combination of stubborn set -like
techniques and Bfichi automata. The combination can be used in connection with the
[Courcoubetis & 90] algorithm and "Supertrace". The key problem in such a combina-
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tion is that synchronizing the Biichi automaton to every action of the system makes all
transitions dependent on each other and, consequently, prevents any reduction obtainable from the use of independency. On the other hand, incomplete synchronization creates fairness problems between the system and the Biichi automaton. We solve these
problems by using a special kind of acceptance states for infinite sequences in which
the system runs forever without synchronization, and by forbidding the Btichi automaton from running around forever on its own. Thirdly, we present a simple algorithm for
checking certain liveness properties. The algorithm is less powerful than the [Courcoubetis & 90] algorithm, but it is (we believe) simpler and faster, and it is powerful
enough to handle divergence detection in the sense of CSP and CFFD theories. For
simpficity, in this article we concentrate on the verification of properties which talk
about action sequences, although our techniques can be applied to stuttering-invariant
properties of state sequences as well.
2

THEORETICAL

BACKGROUND

In this work we assume that a concurrent system can be thought of as a collection of
parallel processes. Each process has an alphabet listing the set of actions it is interested in, and processes communicate by executing synchronously common actions.
The behaviour of a process may be represented as a structure known as the state space,
which consists of all states of the process together with all transitions the process can
make between those states. For simplicity, we do not bother to enforce a distinction
between a process and its state space, but define a graph-like structure which we call
"process", "state space", or "labelled transition system" depending on the context.
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1 A p r o c e s s is the quadruple (S, Z, A, si), where
9 S is a finite set of states,
9 Z is a finite alphabet,
9 A c S x Z x S is the set of transitions, and
9 si ~ S is the initial state.
[]
Notation for talking about finite and infinite action sequences a process can execute,
and the set of states it can reach, is introduced in the following definition.
D e f i n i t i o n 2.2 Let P = (S, ~, A, si) be a process.
9
9

9

9

s - - - - a - - c s ' i f f ( s , a , s ' ) ~ A.
So - - a l ~ Sl -----a2~ ... ----a,~ s n i f f si_ 1 ----ai--~ s i for 1 < i < n.
s 0 ----al---~ s I ----a2----~... iff si_ l -----ai--~ s i for i > 1.
S ---ala2...an----> s' i f f there are So, Sl . . . . . sn such that So - - a l ~
----an---> s n, s o = s, and s n = s'.
s ---ala2...an----> iff there is s' such that s -----ala2...an---->s'.

Sl

---a2---> . . .

s ---ala2...---> iff there are s o, s 1.... such that s o ---al---~ s 1 --ax---> ... and s o = s.
g

r e a c h ( P ) = { s e S I 3 n > O: 3 al, a 2 . . . . . an ~ Y.: si--ala2...an---> s }.
norm(P) = (S', Z, A', sO, where S' = reach(P) and A' = { (s, a, s') ~ A I s ~ S' }.

[1
A system consisting of two or more processes connected in parallel may execute an
action if and only if all processes interested in that action may execute it.
Definition 2.3 LetP1 = (S1, Xl, AI, sil), P2 = ($2, 7-~2,A2, sig.) ..... Phi. (Sh, ~'h, Ah, Sih)
be processes. The parallel composition of P1, P2 . . . . . Ph is denoted oy PI II P2 II ... II
Ph, and it is the process (S, ~;, A, si) such that
9

S=SI•215215

h
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9
9

9

x=Xl uy_,2u.., uX h
(s, a, s) ~ A where s = (s l, s 2..... sh) e S, s' = (s' 1, s' 2..... s'h) E S and a e Z if and
only if
(s i, a, s'i) ~ Ai
for all i such that a e xi,
and
s i = s' i
for other values of i
s/=(sil,s/2 . . . . . s/h)

[1
We assume that not all actions of a process are directly interesting from the point of
view of the properties that we wish to verify. Therefore, we assume that a set Y'v/s of
visible actions has been defined. The properties of a process that we are interested in
are stated in terms of the sequences of visible actions corresponding to execution
sequences of the process, together with some indirect information about invisible
actions. We denote the empty string by e, and A* and A** denote the sets of finite and
infinite strings of elements of A, respectively.
Definition 2.4 Let P = (S, Z, A, si) be a process, and Zv~ c Z the set of visible actions.
Let 6 e Zv/s*, ~ e Y-'v/s*u Zv/s~ and A c_ ,v_,v/s.
9 If p e Z* u X~, then v/s(p)is p with all elements not in Y-~/sremoved.
9 s = 6 o s' iff 3 p e X*: s--p---> s' ^ vis(p) = 6.
9 s=g~iff3pe
X*u~.,~176
9 If s e S, then next(P, s) = { a e Z I s - - a - ~ }. If P is obvious from the context, we
may write next(s) instead of next(P, s).
9 tr(P) = { 6 e Zv~* I si = 6 ~ } is the set of traces of P.
9 inftr(P) = { ~ ~ Zvis ~ I si = ~ } is the set of infinite traces of P.
9 divtr(P) = { 6 e Evis* 13 p e X~ s --p--> ^ vis(p) = 6 } is the set of divergence
traces of P. Equivalently,
divtr(P) = { 6 ~ Ev/s* 13 s: si = 6 0 s A q p ~ ( Z-- Zv/s )0": S ----p---->}.
9 sfail&) = { (6, A) I A c_ Evi s A 3 s: si = 6 ~ s A next(s) _CZv/s -- A } is the set of stable failures of P.

[]
Except two remarks, our notions of traces etc. are standard notions in process algebraic
theories. First, process algebraic theories typically use one special symbol "x" to
denote all actions that are not visible, and there is a special hiding operator which
transforms visible actions to x. In our context, however, it is technically simpler (e.g.
Definitions 2.3 and 2.5) to allow distinct names for invisible actions, and to specify
explicitly which actions are invisible. This does not imply loss of generality, because
all x:s can be made unique by subscribing them with the name of the process executing
the x (details of this are explained in [Valmari 92]). Second, from the two commonly
used notions of failures we chose the stable one. That is, it is not possible to execute an
invisible action in the state s in the definition of sfail.
Traces of P correspond to finite executions of P. Infinite traces and divergence traces
correspond to infinite executions with infinite and finite numbers of visible actions,
respectively. Stable failures give information about the ability of P to deadlock in different environments. In particular, an isolated P can deadlock after the trace 6 if and
only if (6, Y'vis) ~ sfail(P).
In the remainder of this section we repeat those facts of the stubborn set theory which
are important for understanding the rest of this article. A detailed account of the stubborn set method for synchronous systems is found in [Valmari 92]. First the definition
of stubborn sets:
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Definition 2.5 Consider the system P1 II P2 I1... II e h with the notation from Definition
2.3. Let s = (Sl, s2. . . . . Sh) ~ S and A c Y~.
9 A is semistubborn at s, iff V a ~ A: (1) ^ (2), where
(1) ~ ( s - - a - - - > ) ~ 3 i ~ {1,2 ..... h } : a ~ E i ^ a ~ next(Pi, si)..Anext(Pi, si)c_A
(2) s-----a--->
~ V i e {1,2 . . . . . h } : a ~ ~ i v n e x t ( e i , s ~ c _ A
9 ~ is stubborn at s, iff it is semistubborn at s, and 3 a ~ A: s ---a--->.

[]
That is, a semistubborn set is a set of actions designed so that (1) to enable a disabled
action in the set it is necessary to execute at least one action in the set, and (2) enabled
actions in the set are independent of (i.e. participated by separate processes from) enabled actions outside the set. Also, a (semi)stubborn set remains (semi)stubborn when
an outside action occurs. From these facts it is possible to show the following theorem,
which says that actions belonging to a currently semistubborn set can be swapped with
outside actions in certain ways.
T h e o r e m 2.6 Consider the system P1 II P2 II ... II ..Ph= (S, ~, A, sty. Let s o ~.:S, A ~ E

be a semistubborn set of actions at so, and let a ~ A and a 1, a 2 . . . . . a n . . . . ~ A.
9

If s o ---ala2...an--> s n and s n ----a---->S'n,
then there is S'o such that S'o --ala2...an---> S'n and So ----a--->S'o.
9 If s o ----ala2...an---> s n and s o ---a--> s'o,
then there is s'n such that s' 0 --ala2...an----> s' n and sn ---a---> s'n.
9 If s o --ala2...---> and s o -Ia----> s'0, then S'o ----ala2...-->.

[1
Therefore, if ,~ is stubborn at the state we are currently at, then all states reachable
through an action sequence containing at least one action from ,4 are reachable even if
we currently execute only actions from ,~ and postpone the execution of other actions.
This idea is formalized in the following construction of a reduced state space.
Definition 2.7 Let P = P1 II P2 II ... II P h = (S, Y., A, si) be a paraUel..composition of
processes. A stubborn set generator o f P 1 II P2 II ... IIPh .is a function A: S 1 x S2 x ... x
S h --->2 "~such that if s is not a deadlock state of P, then A(s) is stubborn at s. We write
s ~aN> s', if (s, a, s') E A and a e ,4(s). The reduced state space of P determined by/~
is the 4-tuple (SA, Z, A~, st), where
9 S~ is the smallest set such that si ~ S~4,and, if s ~ S~ and s ~a-> s', then s' ~ S~.
9 A~={(s,a,s')eS~4xZxS~41s~a->s'
}

[]
That is, the reduced state space of a system is otherwise the same as the ordinary state
space of the system, but at every state s, only the actions in ,/~(s) are used to construct
output transitions and successor states of s. It is fairly obvious from the construction
that any reduced slate space of a system is contained by the ordinary state space of the
system.
T h e o r e m 2.8 If norm(P) = (S', Z, A', si), and (SA, Z, A~, si) is th_ereduced state space

of P determined by a stubborn set generator A of P, then S~ _ S and Aa _c A'. []
What can we say about a system, given its reduced slate space? Actually, not much.
The reduced state space as defined above is guaranteed to preserve only terminationoriented properties of the system.
Theorem 2.9 Let P = (S, Z, A, st), and let P~ = (S~, Z, A~, si) be a reduced state space
of P.
s ~ reach(P) and next(P, s) = 0 ff and only ff s e Sji and next(P~, s) = 0
(i.e. the ordinary and reduced state space contain exactly the same deadlocks).
9
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9 P may execute an infinite action sequence if and only if Pii contains an infinite
action sequence.
[]
Properties other than those given in Theorem 2.9 cannot be decided from the reduced
state space because of the so-ealled "ignoring problem": after detecting that some component processes may run in a loop without synchronizing with the rest of the system,
the construction in Definition 2.7 may terminate without investigating the remaining
processes. To ensure that all processes are investigated "far enough" it is necessary to
further constrain the reduced state space construction. Some ways of doing this were
mentioned in the introduction. One more approach, tuned directly to the needs of onthe-fly verification, will be given in Theorem 4.1.

3 TESTER PROCESSES
We intend to check against four kinds of unwanted properties of a process:
9 illegal traces,
9 illegal infinite traces,
9 illegal divergence traces, and
9 illegal stable failures.
Because any prefix of a trace is a trace, we will treat a continuation of an illegal trace
as illegal. Similarly, if (c, A) is an illegal stable failure and A _cB, then (a, B) is an illegal stable failure.
We will represent the illegal traces etc. with the aid o f a tester process. A tester process
resembles an ordinary process, but its states have special meanings that are described
soon. The verification will be performed by connecting the tester process in parallel
with the system, constructing a subset of the reachable states of the combination, and
analysing the states and their relationships in a certain way explained soon. The formal
definition of tester process is as follows:
Definition 3.1 Let Zv/s be the set of visible actions. The tuple T = (ST, Y-T, AT, SiT, SO,
$1r SD, SL, S**) is a tester, if the following hold:
" e r = (ST, Y-,r,At, siT) is a process.
9 XT = Zv/s u {x}, where x is a so far unused symbol.
9 SIcUSDUSLuS**c_ST, andSo=ST-(SRUSDuSLuS**
).
ATContainsno,c-loops, i.e. t h e r e a r e n o n > l a n d s o , s 1. . . . . sn~ STsuchthat
(S0, X, Sl), (s 1, % s2)..... (sn--l, X, sn) ~ AT and s n = s O.
9 If (s, x, s') r AT, then s ~ SD, i.e. states in S D have no x-labelled output transitions.
The elements of So to S** are called ordinary states, reject states, deadlock monitor
states, livelock monitor states, and infinite trace monitor states, respectively. D
Reject states, deadlock monitor states, livelock monitor states and infinite trace monitor states are used to specify and detect illegal traces, illegal stable failures, illegal
divergence traces and illegal infinite traces, respectively.
Definition 3.2 Let T be a tester. We use the notation from Definition 3.1. Let c
~ * , ~ r Ev/so*and A _c Zv/s.
9 (risanillegaltrace, i f f i t h a s a p r e f i x ~ ' s u c h t h a t 3 s ~
S T : S i T = ( r ' ~ s ^ s ~ S R.
9 ~ is an illegal divergence trace, iff 3 s ~ S~. siT = C ~ s ^ s ~ SL.
9 (a, A) is an illegal stable failure, iff 3 s ~ ST: si T = ~ s ^ s ~ S D ^ next(s) c_ A.
9
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9 ~ is an illegal infinite trace, iff there are So, Sl, s 2. . . . e S T and al, a~. . . . ~ 7_,/.such
that So = s/, so ----al--~ sl ----a2---> .... vis(ala2...) -- ~, and si ~ S** for infinitely many
values of i.

[1
The following resuk is fairly obvious from Definitions 3.1 and 3.2, and the fact that we
required that the number of states of a process is finite. It gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for detecting violations by Ps against the specification represented by T
from the state space o f P T IIes.
Theorem 3.3 Let Ps = (Ss, 7~s, As, sis) be a process, and T a tester such that't ~ Es and
~/~ ~ ~s- We use the notation from Definition 3.1. Let C1 to C4 be the following condiuons on P = PT IIPS:
C1 There is (ST, SS) ~ reach(P) such that ST E SR.
C2 There is s = (ST, sS) e reach(P) such that ST E SD and next(P, s) = f?).
(That is, a deadlock state (sT, Ss) is reachable such that s T ~ SD. )
C3 There are n _> 1, s T ~ S L, Sso, ssl . . . . . Ssn ~ S s, and a 1, a2 . . . . . a. ~ ES - Evis such
that (s T, Sso) ~ reach(P), Ss,, = Sso, and (sr, Ssi_ 1) ---ai--> ts r, Ssi) ~or 1 < i < n.
(That is, a loop is reachable such that all transitions in it correspond to ES - Ev/s,
and at least one (equivalently, every) state (s T, Ss) in it has the property that

sr~ SL.)
C4 There are n > 1, a 1, a 2. . . . . a n ~ E S u {x} and (sly, Sso), (ST1, sS1) . . . . . (STn, SSn)
reach(P) such that sTn = STO, SSn = SSO, (STi-b SSi-1) --ai---> (STi, SS~ for 1 < i <- n, ST0
S**,andal ~ ~ / s u {x}.
(That is, a loop is reachable such that at least one transition in the loop corresponds
to ~/s u {x}, and the start slate (s T, Ss) of that transition has the property that
s T E S**. Note that due to the "no x-loops" assumption in Definition 3.1, every loop
of P containing a x-transition contains also an a-transition such that a ~ Ev/s.)
We have
9 tr(Ps) contains an illegal trace if and only if C1 holds.
9 sfail(Ps) contains an illegal stable failure if and only if C2 holds.
9 divtr(Ps) contains an illegal divergence trace if and only if C3 holds.
9 inftr(Ps) contains an illegal infinite trace if and only if C4 holds.

[1
Some words about the relationship between testers and Btichi automata are perhaps
appropriate here. A Btichi automaton can be straightforwardly simulated by a tester, by
letting the states corresponding to the accept states of the Btichi automaton to be simultaneously both livelock monitor states and infinite trace monitor states. The fact that a
tester process PT is not synchronised to every action of the system Ps has the consequence that infinite executions of Ps correspond to two kinds of infinite executions of
P = PT II Ps: those which are participated infinitely often by PT, and those which are
not. This distinction is reflected in testers by having two kinds of infinite accept states,
namely S** and S z. To simulate a Biichi automaton this distinction need not be
enforced.
In our context the above mentioned distinction is useful, however, because the two
kinds of loops correspond to two different kinds of errors. It can be shown that if legal
traces etc. are specified by giving a finite state process such that exactly its traces etc.
are legal, then another finite state process cannot have illegal infinite traces without
having also illegal finite traces. That is, the only way to introduce illegal infinite traces
without introducing illegal finite traces is to add some fairness assumptions to the
specification process. (Therefore, we may divide liveness properties to "ordinary" and
"fair" according to whether their violations appear as C3 or C4 errors.) So, in the
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absence of fairness assumptions, the ability to test illegal infinite trace errors is not
needed. This is an advantage because, as we show next, illegal divergence traces can
be tested with a simpler algorithm than illegal infinite traces. By the way, a finite state
process can be converted to a tester algorithmically, by applying finite automaton
determinization construction, and the canonical tester theory from [Brinksma 88] in a
certain way.
Algorithm 3.4 below can be used for efficient on-the-fly detection of error conditions
C1, C2 and C3. C1 and C2 can obviously be checked from each reachable state separately. To check C3 the algorithm performs depth-first searches using only the transitions (ST, SS) ----a---> (S'T, S'S) such that a e I~s - ~/s and ST ~ SL. During such a depthfirst search also other transitions are investigated to ensure that the whole state space is
eventually covered, but, in order to not confuse the depth-first search order, the resulting states are neither entered nor marked found at this stage. Instead, they are stored
into the set mainset, from which they are one by one taken to investigation when the
previous depth-first searches have terminated. The stack variable contains the search
stack of the depth-first searches. The "Supertrace" hash table technique can be used to
keep track of which states have been marked "found", if a memory saving incomplete
verification algorithm is desired. Algorithm 3.4 is closely related to Algorithm 3 in
[Valmari 90] and Algorithm 4.19 in [Valmari 92].
Algorithm 3.4
(* See Definition 3.1, Theorem 3.3, and text for explanation of notation. *)
stack := O; mainset := {s/}; checkCI C2(si); (* si = (sir, sis) *)
while mainset 4: 0 do
let s ~ mainset; mainset := mainset - {s};
if not found(s) then push s to stack; mark s found endif;
while stack ~ 0 do
let s = (s T, Ss) = top(stack);
if there is an uninvestigated (s, a, s') such that s ----a---> s' then
mark (s, a, s) investigated;
if not found(s3 then
checkCIC2(s3;
if a ~ ~ s - Ev/s and s T E S g then
push s' to stack; mark s' found
else
mainset := mainset t3 {s'}
endif
elsifa ~ Z s -

~v/sand sT ~

S L and s' ~ stack then

report "C3 error"; halt
endif
else
pop s from stack
endif
endwhile
endwhile
procedure checkC1C2( (S,T1 Ss) : s~te ) is
if s T ~ SR then report C1 error ; halt
elsif s T ~ So and next(P, (ST, Ss)) = 0 then report "C2 error"; halt
endif
endproced
[]
To check the error condition C4 one has to find or demonstrate the absence of a reachable loop containing a transition in a certain set z~4 of transitions. In [Courcoubetis &
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90] an algorithm is given for on-the-fly detection of a reachable loop going through a
state in a certain set Sc4 of states. This algorithm can be adapted to our problem simply
by pretending that each transition in Ac4 has an imaginary middle state, and Sc4 consists of these middle states. Of course, also the [Courcoubetis & 90] algorithm can be
decorated with calls to checkCIC2, to detect violations of C1, C2 and C4 in the same
ran.

4 USE OF STUBBORN SETS WITH TESTER PROCESSES
The following theorem shows that if the stubborn sets used during reduced state space
generation are selected in a suitable way, then at least one of the conditions C1 to C4
from Theorem 3.3 holds in the reduced state space if and only if at least one of them
holds in the ordinary state space. Consequently, as stated in the corollary after the theorem, the reduced state space can be used to verify that the system satisfies the properties represented by the tester, or to find one violation against the properties. The
theorem and corollary do not guarantee that all violations, or even an example of every
kind of violations are found, however, but this is not usually needed anyway.
Theorem 4.1 L e t P s =P1 IIP2 II ... IIPh = (Ss, Es, AS, sis) be a parallel composition of
processes. Let T be a tester such that x ~ Zs and Zv/s c Zs, and the notation from Definition 3.1 is used. Let)~ be a stubborn set generator o f P = PT IIP1 II P2 II ... II Ph, and
let (S/i, Z, A)i, si) be the reduced state space of P determined by,~. Let Ci, 1 < i _<4, be
as in Theorem 3.3. If for every s = (ST, Sl, s2 ..... Sh) ~ S~
(1) If ST e SL, then ,v_,T ~ ,4(s).
(2) If sT ~ SL and there is a e Zs - ,v~/s such that s ----a-->,
then there is a e A(s) c7 (Zs - Zvis) such that s ---a-->.
then
9 If Ci holds for (SA, Z, A~i,s0, then Ci holds for P.
9 If Ci holds for P, then Ci or C3 holds for (S,~, Z, AA, st).
Proof The first claim is easy: if any of Ci holds for (Sji, Z, A~, sO, then by Theorem
2.8 it holds also for P. In the case of C2, the first part of Theorem 2.9 is also used.
The details of the proof of the second claim are omitted due to the length of the proof.
The basic argument is the following: given an execution (sTO, SSO) ---al--r (ST1, Ssl)
--a2---> ... where at least one a k belongs to Zv/~, two things can happen. If sTO ~ SL,
then assumption (1) of the theorem forces the stubborn set method to execute one of
al . . . . . ate. This guarantees that PTeventually proceeds. If sTO ~ SL, then either only a
finite number of a ~ Zs - Zv/s are taken before PTproceeds, in which c a s e PT eventually proceeds; or an infinite number of them are taken, in which case C3 holds. So, as
long as C3 does not hold, PT is guaranteed to proceed in the reduced state space as far
as necessary to detect any o f Ci. In the cases of C1 and C4 this is sufficient. Regarding
C3, after PThas reached an s T suchthat sT ~ SL, it is necessary for Ps to proceed alone
until a loop is found. Assumption (2) guarantees that this will happen if it is possible.
The ease of C2 comes directly from Theorem 2.9 (it does not need the C3-option). []
Corollary 4.2 Let P s, T, and (SA, Z, A~, si) be as in Theorem 4.1. The system P s satisfies the specification represented by T if and only if none of C1 to C4 holds in

(sa, x,

si).

[]

To check efficiently on-the-fly whether any of C1 to C4 holds in (S~, Z, A~i, si), one
has to combine the use of stubborn sets to Algorithm 3.4 and to the [Courcoubetis &
90] algorithm. This is done..by restricting the investigation of output transitions of each
state s to the stubborn set A(s). In the case of Algorithm 3.4 this is done by replacing
the line
if there is an uninvestigated (s, a, s') such that s ----a--> s' then
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by the line
if there is an uninvestigated (s, a, s') such that s ---a---> s' and a e ,4(s) then.
To implement the stubborn set on-the-fly verification method suggested by Corollary
4.2, Algorithm 3.4 and the [Courcoubetis & 90] algorithm, an efficient algorithm is
needed for one more task: the computation of,4(s). The construction of stubborn sets
satisfying certain properties has been discussed in detail in [Valmari 90] and [Valmari
92]. We now repeat the basic ideas and then adapt them to the needs of Theorem 4.1.
With little loss of generality, the stubborn set construction problem can be rewritten as
the problem of finding certain kinds of subgraphs of a graph G(s) = (V, Es) derived
from the system PTII P1 IIP2 II ... II Ph and its current state s = (ST, st, sz ..... Sh). The
set of vertices of G(s) is V = Z u {T, 1, 2 . . . . . h}. The edges Es of G(s) correspond
directly to (1) and (2) of Definition 2.5 as follows. Let a e Z. First, if s --a--->, then
there is an edge from a to every i 9 {T, 1, 2 . . . . . h} such that a 9 ~i- Second, if
~( s ----a---> ), then there is an edge from a to an arbitrarily chosen i 9 {T, 1, 2 . . . . . h}
such ~at a 9 r.i and aft next(Pi, s~ (the arbitrariness here causes the "little loss of generality mentioned above). Finally, from each i e {T, 1, 2 . . . . . h} there is an edge to
every a 9 next(Pi, s~. The graph G(s) has O(h + IZI + 1) vertices and O( (h + 1). IZI )
edges.
For any vertex a of G(s), let closure(a) denote the set of vertices of G(s) reachable
from a in G(s). Also, ifA ~ V, then closure(A) is the union of closure(a) for a 9 A. Due
to the construction of G(s), if a 9 Z and s ---a--->, then closure(a) c~ Z is stubborn. Of
course, we want to keep the number of enabled actions in a stubborn set small to obtain
a small reduced state space. Unfortunately, the set closure(a) n Z for an arbitrary enabled a is not necessarily very good in this respect. Much better stubborn sets can be
found by analysing the strong components of G(s). Strong components can be found in
depth-first order by an algorithm described in [Aho & 74] Section 5.5. The first slrong
component containing an enabled action a' found by the algorithm has the property
that no other strong component reachable from it contains enabled actions. Therefore,
closure(a') n Z is a locally optimal stubborn set among those represented by G(s).
Similarly, a locally G(s)-optimal stubborn set containing an enabled action a 9
Zs - ~/s can be found by searching for a strong component until one containing an
enabled action from Zs - Ev/s is found. These considerations lead to the following
algorithm implementing ~(s).
Algorithm 4.3
function ,~(s = (s T, ss) : state) : set of actions is
if ST, ~t St, then
:= closure(,T,T) n Z
elsif next(P, s) n (Zs - ~/s) ~ 0 then
run the strong component search algorithm until a strong component is found
such that it contains an enabled action a 9 ~:s- Zv~;
A := closure(a) n x
else ~ := 0
endif;
if f4 n next(P, s) = f~ and next(P, s) ~ 0 then
run the strong component search algorithm until a strong component is found
such that it contains an enabled action a;
:= :4 u (closure(a) c~ E)
endif;
return ,~
endfunction
[]
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The above algorithm first tests for the conditions in assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.1. If either of the conditions holds, the algorithm computes a semistubbom set
guided by the assumption. This set is not necessarily stubborn, however, because it is
not guaranteed to contain an enabled action. Furthermore, it is not even computed, if s T
SL and next(P, s) n (Ys- Ev/s) = 0. Therefore, the algorithm finally computes a truly
stubborn set if necessary ( ~ n next(P, s) = 0 ), and possible ( next(P, s) ~ ~ ). Because
the strong component search algorithm consumes O(V + E s) time and the closures can
be computed by graph traversal, Algorithm 4.3 can be implemented to run in
O( (h+ 1).lZI ) time.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We presented an on-the-fly stubborn set verification method for four kinds of properties of systems. The properties are represented as a tester process, with four kinds of
different states for error detection. The tester process is synchronized with the system
under analysis, and errors in the behaviour of the system are detected by searching for
two kinds of states and two kinds of loops in the state space of the combination. We
showed how stubborn sets can be used to construct a reduced state space of the combination such that it can replace the ordinary state space of the combination for error
detection. We also gave an algorithm for on-the-fly detection of three kinds of errors,
and showed how an algorithm in [Courcoubetis & 90] can be used to detect errors of
the fourth class on-the-fly. These algorithms, including their stubborn set versions, can
be used in connection with Holzmann's "Supertrace".
Our division of errors to four classes was motivated partly by the fact that each class
has a natural meaning in process algebraic theories, and partly by the existence of separate verification algorithms for the two classes requiring loop detection. Although
most of what can be expressed with our testers can be represented by Biichi automata
(Biichi automata probably cannot fully distinguish between divergence and deadlock,
which testers can do - - see [Kaivola & 92]) and thus could be verified with only one
type of error condition, we believe that our distinction is useful in that it allows certain
properties to be verified more efficiently. Our algorithm for detecting divergence errors
is expected to be faster than the [Courcoubetis & 90] algorithm on the same problem,
because the former finds an illegal loop immediately when all transitions in it have
been found, whereas the latter investigates fully the area below the loop in the search
order before attempting loop detection. Furthermore, our algorithm searches the state
space only once, while the [Courcoubetis & 90] algorithm does it twice. Of course,
these arguments are only informal; we do not have any analytical or experimental
results about the relative speeds of the two algorithms.
We solved the so-eaUed "ignoring problem" of stubborn sets by requiting that the stubborn set contains all actions of the tester except when the tester is expecting an illegal
livelock (assumption (1) of Theorem 4.1). This makes our approach very goal-oriented: the stubborn set selection favours actions which make progress towards an error
condition over those which do not. The price we paid for this is that we have to repeatedly compute/~T - - closure(ET) n Y. and include it to the stubborn set. However, its
computation is relatively fast. Note that the inclusion ofA T to the stubborn set does not
mean that unduly many enabled actions are included. Instead, the enabled actions in,~T
are exactly those whose execution may eventu,~ly lead to progress of the tester, as far
as the stubborn set method can know. The set A T may contain many disabled actions,
but this is not a problem, because disabled actions do not introduce states into the
reduced state space. However, their presence guides the method to select the stubborn
set leading most directly to error conditions.
How good is our method? At the time of finishing this article no experimental or analytical results were available. But the not-on-the-fly versions of the stubborn set
method have proven very powerful (e.g. reduction from 9n2n-Zto 5n states in a n-cus-
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tomer token ring problem posed by Graf and Steffen [Valmari 92]), and there is no reason why the addition of the on-the-fly idea to them should not be an improvement.
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